
VIRGINIA: 
 

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE COUNTY OF FREDERICK 
 
JENT P. MITCHELL III 
And PAUL W. STRAWDERMAN, 

Plaintiff  
 
v.        Civil Action No. 18-353 
 
WINCHESTER ISAAC WALTON CLUB, ET AL 

Defendants 
 

 
DEMURRER 

 
The Defendants -- Winchester Isaac Walton Club dba Winchester Chapter of Izaak 

Walton League of America (hereinafter referenced as “Winchester IWLA Chapter”), Daniel 

Arico, Christopher Baltrop, Howard Beny, Duane Kramer, James Sherry, Alvin Stitt, John 

Weeks, and Harold Whitacre -- by counsel, file this Demurrer to the Complaint filed in this 

matter and in support thereof state as follows: 

1. The Plaintiffs seek injunctive relief in Counts 12, 15, 16, 20, 21 and 22 of the 

Complaint, in which they seek to enjoin the Defendants as individuals and in their official 

capacities as Officers and Directors of the Winchester IWLA Chapter from disciplining, 

suspending or expelling the Plaintiffs from said Club. 

2. The factual allegations pled by the Plaintiffs do not constitute a basis, under Virginia 

law, for injunctive relief against the Defendants as individuals.  The individual persons 

(Defendants) named are Officers or Directors of a valid non-profit legal entity.  Moreover, these 

individuals are not identified in any other capacity in the Complaint, which neither states any 

cause of action against the individual Defendants nor cites any authority or basis for piercing the 

corporate veil.       
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3. The factual allegations pled by the Plaintiffs do not constitute a basis, under Virginia 

law, for injunctive relief against any named Defendant, because they have failed to state whereby 

they are in imminent danger of suffering irreparable harm by any actions, or possible actions, of 

the Defendants.  Moreover, Plaintiffs also fail to state a cause of action pursuant to which they 

might demonstrate a likelihood of prevailing.  Thus, Plaintiffs have not established either of the 

traditional tests that must both exist before a court grants injunctive relief.   

4. The Defendant, WINCHESTER IWLA CHAPTER, is a legal non-profit Corporation 

governed by Virginia Code and by its own Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws, as well as its 

charter relationship with the national Izaak Walton League of America (hereinafter referenced as 

the “National IWLA”).   Plaintiffs fail to state a cause of action for any relief inasmuch as they 

allege no specific violation of Virginia Code or any current or ongoing deviation from the 

requirements set forth in the corporation’s governing documents.   

5. The Plaintiffs have not cited any legal authority supporting court intervention in the 

internal procedures – including appellate procedures involving the National IWLA which 

charters the local affiliate WINCHESTER IWLA CHAPTER -- already established as a means 

for those active in these nonprofit organizations to address alleged grievances.  Absent a showing 

that the WINCHESTER IWLA CHAPTER has violated legal requirements, it would be highly 

novel precedent for a court to intervene, frustrate, and defeat, such internal governing procedures 

before they have even been permitted to operate.   

WHEREFORE, the Defendants request the Court to dismiss with prejudice the portions  
 
of the Complaint seeking injunctive relief. 
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ANSWER 

 
The Defendants, by counsel, for their Answer to the Complaint filed against them by the 

Plaintiffs, state as follows: 

1. The allegations of paragraph (1) of the Complaint are admitted. 

2. The allegations of paragraph (2) are denied for lack of information to justify a belief. 

3. The allegations of paragraph (3) of the Complaint are admitted. 

4. The allegations of paragraph (4) of the Complaint are admitted in part in that there 

was a court complaint, trial and judgment.   The remainder is denied for lack of information to 

justify a belief. 

5. The allegations of paragraph (5) of the Complaint are admitted. 

6. The allegations of paragraph (6, ABC) of the Complaint are admitted in part and 

denied in part.  In any event, these allegations are immaterial inasmuch as they neither allege, 

nor establish facts supporting an allegation of, current or ongoing conduct that ought to concern 

this court.  

7. The allegations of paragraph (7, ABCD) of the Complaint are admitted in part and 

denied in part.  In any event, these allegations are immaterial inasmuch as they neither allege, 

nor establish facts supporting an allegation of, current or ongoing conduct that ought to concern 

this court. 

8. The allegations of paragraph (8) of the Complaint are admitted in part and denied in 

part. Specifically, the Affidavit was issued, but it is patently false and since it is under oath, 

perjurious.   Each dues check was not scanned or copied and saved. In any event, these 

allegations are immaterial inasmuch as they neither allege, nor establish facts supporting an 
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allegation of, current or ongoing conduct that ought to concern this court. 

9. The allegations of paragraph (9) of the Complaint are admitted in part and denied in 

part for lack of information to justify a belief.  In any event, these allegations are immaterial 

inasmuch as they neither allege, nor establish facts supporting an allegation of, current or 

ongoing conduct that ought to concern this court. 

10. The allegations of paragraph (10) of the Complaint are admitted.  However, these 

allegations are moot inasmuch as the referenced suspension was subsequently reversed through 

the WINCHESTER IWLA CHAPTER’s established internal appeal procedures, particularly as 

those procedures interact with its charter relationship with state and National IWLA, a fact 

admitted by Plaintiffs in paragraphs (12) and (15) of the Complaint.  

11. The allegations of paragraph (11) of the Complaint are admitted in part and are 

otherwise denied for lack of information to justify a belief. However, these allegations are moot 

inasmuch as the referenced suspension was subsequently reversed through the WINCHESTER 

IWLA CHAPTER’s established internal appeal procedures, particularly as those procedures 

interact with its charter relationship with state and National IWLA, a fact admitted by Plaintiffs 

in paragraphs (12) and (15) of the Complaint. 

12. The allegations of paragraph (12) of the Complaint are admitted in part and denied in 

part. However, these allegations are moot inasmuch as the referenced suspension was 

subsequently reversed through the WINCHESTER IWLA CHAPTER’s established internal 

appeal procedures, particularly as those procedures interact with its charter relationship with 

state and National IWLA, a fact admitted by Plaintiffs in paragraphs (12) and (15) of the 

Complaint. 

13. The allegations of paragraph (13) of the Complaint are admitted. However, these 
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allegations are moot inasmuch as the referenced suspension was subsequently reversed through 

the WINCHESTER IWLA CHAPTER’s established internal appeal procedures, particularly as 

those procedures interact with its charter relationship with state and National IWLA, a fact 

admitted by Plaintiffs in paragraphs (12) and (15) of the Complaint. 

14. The allegations of paragraph (14) of the Complaint are admitted in part and denied in 

part. However, these allegations are moot inasmuch as the referenced suspension was 

subsequently reversed through the WINCHESTER IWLA CHAPTER’s established internal 

appeal procedures, particularly as those procedures interact with its charter relationship with 

state and National IWLA, a fact admitted by Plaintiffs in paragraphs (12) and (15) of the 

Complaint. 

15. The allegations of paragraph (15) of the Complaint are denied. However, these 

allegations are moot inasmuch as the referenced expulsion was subsequently reversed through 

the WINCHESTER IWLA CHAPTER’s established internal appeal procedures, particularly as 

those procedures interact with its charter relationship with state and National IWLA, a fact 

admitted by Plaintiffs in paragraphs (12) and (15) of the Complaint. 

16. The allegations of paragraph (16) of the Complaint are admitted in part and denied in 

part.  Specifically and most critically material, WINCHESTER IWLA CHAPTER in fact 

suspended the eligibility requirement that candidates must have no pending disciplinary 

proceedings.  This was done precisely so that Plaintiffs’ names would not be prohibited from 

appearing on the ballot for election on June 21, 2018.  Accordingly, the allegations are, at best, 

moot.   

17. The allegations of paragraph (17) of the Complaint are admitted in part and denied in 

part. In any event, these allegations are immaterial inasmuch as they neither allege, nor establish 
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facts supporting an allegation of, current or ongoing conduct that ought to concern this court. 

18. The allegations of paragraph (18,A) of the Complaint are admitted in part and denied 

in part. In any event, these allegations are immaterial inasmuch as they neither allege, nor 

establish facts supporting an allegation of, current or ongoing conduct that ought to concern this 

court. 

19. The allegations of paragraph (19) of the Complaint are admitted in part and otherwise 

denied for lack of information to justify a belief. In any event, these allegations are immaterial 

inasmuch as they neither allege, nor establish facts supporting an allegation of, current or 

ongoing conduct that ought to concern this court. 

20. The allegations of paragraph (20) of the Complaint are denied. 

21. The allegations of paragraph (21) of the Complaint are denied. 

22. The allegations of paragraph (22) of the Complaint are denied. 

 

IN THE ALTERNATIVE 

 1. In stark contrast to Plaintiffs’ unsupported assertion of impending irreparable harm, 

Defendants allege that court issuance of injunctive relief in favor of Plaintiffs would in fact cause 

irreparable harm to Defendants.  Plaintiffs have created a toxic atmosphere for the 

WINCHESTER IWLA CHAPTER, so much so that it has become extremely difficult to conduct 

regular business and maintain membership.  Membership renewals have declined dramatically in 

recent years, and numerous members declining to renew have attributed their decision to the 

toxic atmosphere and disruptive conduct of Plaintiffs.  To prohibit the WINCHESTER IWLA 

CHAPTER from conducting its established means of disciplining member participation with 

respect to specific members is equivalent to writing them a “blank check” or a “forever get out of 
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jail free card”.  The relief requested by Plaintiffs would render WINCHESTER IWLA 

CHAPTER quite literally without recourse in defending the integrity of its own internal 

governance procedures from consistently divisive and disruptive participants.  Moreover, this 

Court should discourage Plaintiffs from further abuse of the courts as a means of frustrating and 

defeating the established internal governance procedures of a nonprofit organization, whose 

volunteer management and financial assets have been directed toward responding to frivolous 

litigation.      

WHEREFORE, the Defendants demands judgment in their favor, together with their  
 
costs in this action. 
 
 

______________________________ 
Counsel for the below-listed Defendants 

 
 
STUART W. NOLAN, JR. (VA Bar 43590) 
FELIX J. STERNFELS (VA Bar 89914) 
4 Family Life Lane 
Front Royal, Virginia 22630 
Telephone: (540) 622-8070  
Facsimile:  (540) 622-2247 
   Counsel for the Winchester Isaac Walton Club  
     dba Winchester Chapter of Izaak Walton League of America  
    Daniel Arico 
    Christopher Baltrop 
    Howard Beny 
    Duane Kramer 
    James Sherry 
    Alvin Stitt 
    John Weeks 
    Harold Whitacre 
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CERTIFICATE 

 
I hereby certify that a true copy of the foregoing Demurrer and Answer was mailed to 

counsel for Plaintiff in this matter, Phillip S. Griffin II, 102 South Kent Street, Winchester, 

Virginia 22601, by first class mail, postage prepaid, on June____, 2018. 

 
 
 
 
 

_______________________________ 
                 STUART W. NOLAN, JR. 


